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OBJECTIVES:
. fo equip teachers with the techniques of being an excellent teacher.

. To encourage teachers to adopt effective teaching methodology.

. To enable thein to understand the importance of classroom management and role of

teachers.

. To understand the significance of inductive and deductive methodology of teaching.

DESCRIPTIONI

A good tc-acher an inspirc hope, ignite the imagination, and instill a love of
learning.

Teachers have the veqy important responsibility of shaping the lives of young and impressionable

learners. A positive or negative infiuence from a teacher can have a great effect on the liie of a child.

Teachers play a very important role to make learners inquisitive and enthusiastic while learning. A

workshop was conducted on the same to enhance skills within teachers. It catered to the five basic

essentials which are essential for a teacher to be excellent. It was also made clear that a good teacher

makes an effective planning while entering classroom to make learning easy for learners. R video ',_1.;

shown which highlighted the most challenging task fi:ced by teachers. It imparted how a teacher can

make dull students understand their lessons in the easiest way. It was also explained that proper body

language and gestures are to be strictly kept in mind while teaching. Proper gestures imparted while

teaching helps portray correct objective and make classroom interactive and also keeps learners

enthusiastic. The most important idea of the workshop highlighted that teacher has to develop

relationship with students as their guide and philosopher,
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